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Abstract
This STEM project is to demonstrate how to play Video Game through STEM approach and learning
science and statistics. Kids are playing video games too long and parents do not want kids to play video
games since most video games are not developing critical thinking. Hill Climb Car Racing game was
chosen not based on commercial rating but on potential of applying statistical data-driven methodology.
The author took STEM approach: Science (Physics, Mechanics), Technology (Car Upgrading), Engineering
(Failure Mode), and Math (Geometry, Trigonometry and Statistics). Based on the engineering failure mode
analysis and scientific understanding, author can develop a systematic car upgrading system through
statistical modeling to optimize car performance. Simple linear regression was conducted to quantify the
ROI return (car travelling distance) of investment (car grading cost). The regression model accuracy has
been improved from original 66% (random playing mode) to 92% (systematic playing mode). The ROI
slope has been improved from 147.2 to 512.4 meter/upgrade unit. The clustering analysis grouped the
similar field stages with common challenges and science which has helped upgrade car to support multiple
stages. The BEST car of each stage has matched well with literature research. It’s a very successful STEM
project on playing video games.
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1. Introduction and Literature Research
Playing video game is becoming a critical portion of social activities for most middle school and high school students.
However, parents are worrying that kids may play video games too much and most video games may not help develop
their critical thinking and teamwork concept. The objective of this STEM project is to convert playing video games
to become conducting STEM Projects. Students can learn Physics Science and Statistics while playing video games.
Authors have searched several video games and picked the Hill Climb Car Racing video game not based on the
commercial rating (4.4 stars [1]), but based on the potential of applying statistical data-driven and engineering problemsolving approach due to its embedded database which can record mileage of each run and car technology upgrade
status.
The object of this video game is to collect coins while driving through racing stages [2]. Driving consumes gas, which
players can replenish by picking up gas canisters along the way. The player "dies" if they run out of gas or hit the
avatar's head on the ground. Coins may also be earned by performing "tricks", difficult maneuvers in the air, or by
reaching set distances during given stages. Coins may be spent on vehicle purchases or upgrades, or to unlock new
stages. The challenge of this video game is the complexity of 29 different cars and 28 different stages. There are
29x28= 812 pairing combinations. It will be time consuming to play each combination just once if play “hard”. This
STEM project is to apply statistics and to play “smart” through STEM approach.
Video games have enormous mass appeal, reaching audiences in the hundreds of thousands to millions. They also
embed many pedagogical practices known to be effective in other environments. This article [3] reviews the sparse but
encouraging data on learning outcomes for video games in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)
disciplines, then reviews the infrastructural obstacles to wider adoption of this new medium.
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2. Take STEM Project Approach
Authors have decided to deploy STEM project management by adopting four STEM Elements: (1) Science, (2)
Technology, (3) Engineering, and (4) Math/Statistics.

2.1 STEM Elements
There are many Physics and Mechanics Science in this Car Racing video game including: Kinematics, Dynamics,
Friction, Circular Motion, Energy Work, Power, Momentum, and Gravity… The players needed to upgrade their car
through several key technologies such as Engine, Tire, Suspension, Fuel/Battery, 4 Wheel-Drive, Downforce, and
Boost… Engineering problem solving can be applied by identifying the Failure Modes shown in Figure 1, conducting
systematic root cause analysis and apply project management trilogy (schedule, cost, quality) constraints. Each stage
has its own challenge and failure modes. Without fully understanding these failure modes, players may just play hard
on the try and error mode. Math (Geometry and Trigonometry), and Statistics can help analyze the players’ data and
build a predictive model to optimize the car upgrade strategy.

Figure 1. Failure Mode Analysis

2.2 Learn Science and Apply Technology
The most challenge of this STEM project is to determine the Car Technology Upgrade strategy. There
are 29 cars with 4 car technology grade choices to survive on 28 different stages. Therefore, without
linking the Science to Technology through the Engineering Problem Solving approach, the players may
blindly upgrade their car and, again, play “hard” but not “smart”. Shown in Figure 2, there are certain
strong correlations between the Science and Technology. Such Science-Technology correlation may be
fully verified by the previous Failure Mode Analysis.
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Figure 2. Learn Science and Technology
2.3 Collect Raw Data for Baseline Capability Analysis
Team started with 14 cars and 9 stages and recorded the highest score for each car/Stage combination. Players were
not provided any guideline on how to upgrade their car. Each player may play any particular car or stage based on
their preference. They may upgrade their car on any particular technology randomly or biasedly. The record
database is shown below in Table 1.
Table 1. Raw Data for Baseline Capability Analysis
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2.4 Derive Performance Index
To evaluate the Return (Distance Score) of Investment (Cost for Upgrading Car Technology), a Performance Index
was derived as:
Performance Index= Score (Mileage)/Upgraded Units
To evaluate the performance index, a scatterplot and regression analysis was conducted as shown in Figure 3. There
are two major elements to evaluate the Performance Index:
(1) The slope is equivalent to Performance Index= Score/Upgraded Units. Larger slope may indicate the better
return on upgrading the car technology. At the Baseline, the slope is 147.2 (mileage/unit).
(2) Modeling accuracy may be described by R-Square. R-square is in the (0%, 100%) range. R-Square= 0%
means random correlation between two variables on the scatterplot. R-Square= 100% means perfectly linear
correlation among two variables. In this STEM project, authors are seeking for higher R-Square car
upgrading strategy which can predict the return (mileage) when upgraded units are given. The baseline model
has 66.4% R-Square, not a sufficient model, which means current random car upgrading strategy may not
maximize the return at the optimum car technology upgrading process.

Figure 3. Scatter and regression analysis of Performance Index.

3. Analyze the Model Inadequacy
After completed the baseline capability analysis, team has revisited the previous STEM information and particularly
focused on the Failure Mode Analysis.

3.1 Root Cause Analysis
After a series of brainstorming analysis, team has come up with the following root cause analysis:
 Team did not study the challenges well of each stage
 Team did not assign the right car to the right stage
 Team did not upgrade the right car technology
 Team did not apply the Science and Technology to resolve the critical Engineering Failure Modes
 Team did not apply the Statistics to direct the car upgrading technology
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3.2 Develop Potential Solutions
Based on the Root Cause Analysis, team has also developed the following potential solutions:
 Group stages as clusters with similar challenges by applying Data Mining Clustering
 Develop the Right Car for right cluster based on Performance Index
 Identify the Right Technology for each cluster and understand the science behind the data patterns

4 Improve Model Accuracy
Team has planned a systematic problem solving and data collection plan to deploy and verify the proposed solutions.
4.1 Cluster the Stages into Fields
Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA)[4] was used to further analyze and uncover evidence of cheating. In data
mining and statistics, hierarchical clustering (also called hierarchical cluster analysis or HCA) is a method of cluster
analysis which seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters. Strategies for hierarchical clustering generally fall into two
types[5]:



Agglomerative: This is a "bottom up" approach: each observation starts in its own cluster, and pairs of clusters
are merged as one moves up the hierarchy.
Divisive: This is a "top down" approach: all observations start in one cluster, and splits are performed
recursively as one moves down the hierarchy.

In the general case, the computing time of the Agglomerative approach is faster than the Divisive approach. Optimal
efficient agglomerative methods have been developed to significantly improve the computing algorithm for large data
sets[6,7]. The main objective of this analysis was to search for the degree of similarity among exam answers, and to
search for patterns (and trends) of similarity, among the students. The Agglomerative approach can identify a
clustering pattern faster and more accurately. The Divisive approach may not split the Fields into stages which are
more concentrated on the bottom level efficiently.
Therefore, the authors chose the Agglomerative approach. This approach builds the hierarchy from the individual
elements by progressively merging clusters based on a defined distance metric (Euclidean distance). The distance is
calculated by the discrepancy of scores among the stages with the same car. This HCA approach can pair the stages
with similar score patterns and use clustering to group stages into fields.

Commented [PG1]: More fundamentally, and even before this
sentence: WHAT IS A "CLUSTER?" There is a honey cluster in honey
bunches of oats serial. A cluster may also refer to a grouping or
some kind of structuring grouping of people, processes, data, etc.).
But how about in the context of this analysis?

Commented [PG2]: not too clear by what you mean by
"concentrated at the bottom level." do you mean the scores that
are lower relative to the others, and if so, how much lower? Are
you referring to the lower bin of scores?

JMP 12 was used to calculate the closest distance (the affinity) among all potential pairs, and grouped the first pair, at
the strongest affinity (based on their similar score pattern). The linkage criterion determines the distance between sets
of observations as a function of the pairwise distances between observations [8,,9,and 10].
Authors used Data Mining Cluster and Dendrogram on the baseline data in Table 1 to group the similar stages into
three clusters called Fields as shown in Figure 4. Field A has Countryside, Cave and Seasons which have more updown hills in common. Field B has Desert, Arctic, Highway, and Boot camp which needs a better Traction and Friction
to climb up the stages. Field C has Moon and Mars which has less Gravity on the stages.
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Figure 4. Cluster Analysis of Stages

4.2 Conduct Correlation Analysis between Fields and Technologies
Based on the Cluster Analysis and Field Characteristic, team was curious what kind of car technology will help each
field better. Team has further conducted the correlation analysis as shown in Figure 5. For field A with more updown hills, upgrading Engine has the highest correlation value at 0.82 and the significance P-value= 0.000. It makes
sense that upgrading Engine is the most critical technology when climbing the up-down hills. The other three
technologies are also significant: needs better suspension to stabilize the car on the hills; needs 4-WD to control car
better on the hills, and needs larger fuel capacity to climb the hills. The clustering analysis has revealed or confirmed
the Science-Technology-Engineering-Mathematics STEM approach.

Figure 5. Correlation Analysis of Field A vs. Technology
Team has also further compared the correlations of Field B (Traction and Friction) and Field C (Gravity) versus
Technology. For Field B, tires have the highest correlation. It’s no wonder that tire size and tire type is critical to
survive on the traction/friction-oriented stages such as Desert (sand), Artic (ice) or other lower traction/friction stages.
For Field C, suspension has the highest correlation. On the lower-gravity stages, it’s very difficult to control any
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vehicle when hitting the group. Therefore, the suspension is critical to control the vehicles in Field C. This clustering
analysis has helped the STEM Team on how to group stages into fields and how to upgrade any particular technology
in each field.

4.3 Improve Model Accuracy
Team has proposed a systematic approach to assign the right cars for the right field based on field characteristic and
stage challenge. Team has also developed a systematic approach to upgrade the car technology based on the
correlation study. Players are required to follow these guidelines when choosing the right car and upgrading the right
technology accordingly. The model accuracy has been significantly improved as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Improved Model Accuracy.
The Performance Index (ROI) has been improved from 147.2 to 255.2 (70% improvement). The R-Square has also
been improved from 66.4% to 86.5%. Team’s STEM approach has significantly shortened the playing time by playing
“smart”.

5 Model Comparisons
After improved the model accuracy, authors are curious whether this particular car upgrading method (paying “smart”)
will match the most players (playing “hard”).

5.1 Literature Research and Benchmarking
Authors have found a reference site which has listed the Best Car for most Stages. Authors further benchmarked the
results as shown in Figure 7[11]. This STEM approach can match most stages very well (12/16 1 st, 3/16 2nd). Only the
Rooftops have shown very different results. This is a very encouraged result by taking STEM approach: shorten the
playing significantly while reproducing the similar results.
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Figure 7. Benchmarking the Best Car for each Stage.

5.2 Why Tank Is Good?
In Figure 7, Tank has outperformed the other cars on 11 out of 16 stages. As taking STEM approach, team was curious
why Tank can survive most stages. Through conducting literature research, Tank has three good characteristics: (1)
High Power, (2) High Torque, and (3) Continuous Track Design[12, 13]. As shown in Figure 8, Tank has decent Power
and Torque which can help Tank climb on hills and mountains stages in Field A. Tank also adopts the Continuous
Track Design different from typical wheel design. The large surface area of the tracks distributes the weight of the
vehicle better than steel or rubber tires, enabling tank to traverse soft ground with less likelihood of becoming stuck
due to sinking. This continuous track design can help Tank overcome the low-traction/friction Filed B. Also, this
larger contact area and even distributed profile can fit better (more sable) on the low-gravity stages in Field C. There
is no wonder why Tank can survive most stages across all three Fields (A,B, and C). Based on this observation, team
has decided to initial the other STEM project: comparing the wheel design versus the continuous track design [14].

Figure 8. Power and Torque Comparison of Vehicles.
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6 Conclusions
This video game car racing project has successfully integrated four STEM elements (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) in one STEM Project. Team has applied the Data Mining Clustering Analysis on
grouping the similar stages into Cluster Fields. Each field has higher correlation with particular car technology
associated field characteristics. Players can choose the right car and upgrade the right technology within each field to
shorten the playing time significantly. By following the systematic data-driven and engineering problem solving
approach, team has improved both Performance Index and Model Accuracy significantly. The most excited of this
STEM project is that our kids can play video games while learning statistics and engineering problem solving (STEM
approach).
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